teamplay Insights –
Maximize your insights, optimize your value
Monitor quantities, simplify your reporting, and accelerate your clinical processes

Main challenge

Customer voice:

How do you find the right balance between optimized resource utilization
and the possibility to offer slots for priority and emergency cases?

“Teamplay Insights is an indispensable tool for a multi-system multi-site
activity. It gives us the opportunity to analyze and better understand the
flows related to our activity by evaluating any corrective action. It's hard
to remember our life before teamplay arrived, as this tool has become a
part of our daily routine.” 1

How would you make decisions on how to reduce wait times for diagnostic
imaging appointments, all the while managing patient backlog?
How do you conduct reporting of performance indicators to monitor
whether you have achieved your set goals?
Our solution for operational decision making

teamplay applications for performance management in radiology
help you to make quick and well-informed decisions by offering a clear
overview of your performance data. Monitor quantities like imaging
throughput, dose levels, utilization of staff, rooms, and your department’s
resources down to each device and procedure. Simplify your reporting
and gain insights into where workflows need adjustments. Link with
other teamplay users and their data for comparable benchmarks and
an effortless exchange of images and reports.
Healthcare professionals, hospitals, and institutions come together
in teamplay’s rich cloud-based network. Access both the metrics from
your own imaging fleet and from a shared pool of imaging data. As a
community, you connect and collaborate in a trusted environment with
high data privacy and security standards to improve patient outcomes
and quality of care.

The statements by Siemens Healthineers' customers described herein are based on results that
were achieved in the customer's unique setting. Since there is no "typical" hospital and many
variables exist (e.g. hospital size, case mix, level of IT adoption) there can be no guarantee that
other customers will achieve the same results.
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teamplay Protocols supports selected Siemens scanners. Please contact your Siemens representative
for more details.
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The DICOM viewer is not intended for diagnostic display.
4
Due to regulations data exchange between data center regions is restricted. The products/features/
service offerings are not commercially available in all countries. If the services are not marketed
in countries due to regulatory or other reasons, the service offering cannot be guaranteed.
Please contact your local Siemens organization for further details.

With teamplay Insights, you get broad access to your radiology
department data to discover insights you could not have found before.
Build highly flexible, personalized, and interactive data visualization
boards for both a monitoring view of your radiology department as
well as for a deep dive analysis in specific use cases. Create trackers
to check and report whether you will reach your set goals. Analyze
and better understand numbers of no-shows and requirement patterns
for priority cases. Take deep dives into your dose data to help better
understand reasons behind dose outliers, and then decide on measure
to be taken to remedy said outliers. Or, find out what the busiest times
are to schedule enough staff. With this knowledge at hand you can take
well-informed decisions to improve resource utilization. Maximize your
insights, optimize your value.
What teamplay Insights is doing for you:
• Get broad and convenient access to operations data, easily
• Build your very own metrics and graphs, simply drag and drop
• Track individual targets and KPIs (Key Performance Indicators)
with customizable dashboards
• Create tailored communications to management

Michel Paret, Service head MRI, GIE Irmas, France
Our teamplay performance management applications
• teamplay Dose – Simplify your radiation dose management
Get easy to use tools to monitor, report, and benchmark radiation
dose values for your entire imaging fleet.
• teamplay Usage – Increase your efficiency and optimize your
imaging fleet utilization
Analyze your imaging fleet utilization and understand how
you can increase your productivity.
• teamplay Protocols – Speed up your protocol management
by facilitating remote access
Identify best-practice scan protocols for your imaging fleet and
optimize your radiology workflow with teamplay Protocols.2
• teamplay Images – Share and discuss images in a secured
environment
Access and share imaging studies with peers to discuss
relevant cases in a secured environment.3,4
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